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In mid-2010, lnfinia was asked to clarify the architecture strategy for 
The Blue Foundation, identifying the most effective way to move 
forward in order to achieve their strategic goals. 
While examining the current architecture strategy, we discovered 
that it would be valuable to more closely align The Blue Foundation 
with the Blue Enterprise brand-resulting in a name and identity 
change. 
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Reasons for change 
A broader mission to support the expanding portfolio 
• The Foundation has enjoyed a healthy period of growth, both organically and by taking on 
some of the activities from Corporate Giving, and there is a desire to continue broadening 
the current portfolio 
• To support this growth, the Foundation has created a broader mission that aligns with the 
strategic direction and mission of the Blue Enterprise, working "to improve the health and 
well-being of Floridians and their communities." 
Desire to link more closely with the Blue Enterprise 
• With the successes and positive responses that the Foundation has received, there is now 
a strong desire to enhance the corporate image by strengthening the connection between 
the Foundation and Blue Enterprise brand 
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Recommendations 
Name change 
• Change the name to "Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida Foundation," creating an 
immediate connection to the Enterprise when written and in spoken form 
Logo change 
• Modify the logo to create a visual link to the Enterprise, further connecting the actions 
of the Foundation and the Enterprise in the minds of our audiences 
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Recommended logo 
The revised logo creates a strong connection to the Blue Enterprise brand, yet clearly 
identifies the Foundation. The handwritten "Foundation" font gives the brand a very 
personal and friendly feel, supporting the overall mission and tone of the brand. 
FLO RI DA 
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Process 
1. Amend Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws (per Florida statute) 
• Foundation Board recommends amendments to the Member at a special meeting 
2. Once amendments approved by the Member 
• Legal staff files form with state (forms to complete, small fee) 
• Tax department notifies IRS at the time of filing of next tax returns and includes revised 
Articles and Bylaws (forms to complete, no fees) 
• Legal staff notifies BCBS Association via email that the name has changed (The 
Association has been approached and has no issues with changing the name-no 
forms, no fees) 
3. Name change can be announced publicly following amendments to Articles of 
Incorporation and Bylaws 
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